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DESIGNED
ENGINEERED
ASSEMBLED
IN
CALIFORNIA

USA

WORLD’S QUIETEST • WORLD’S STRONGEST

vs. Others

DESIGNED
ENGINEERED
ASSEMBLED
HERE

DESIGNED, ENGINEERED,
ASSEMBLED IN CALIFORNIA
Factory Fresh
Less Handling, Less Damage

REPLACEMENT
PANELS
+
LOCATIONS

If you ever need a replacement panel
(car backed into door, it does happen)
most Unique Panels are in stock or on
the floor. If not, it can be made in days
or next day emergency service.

MADE
HERE
REPLACEMENT
PANELS
+
LOCATIONS

Made Back East/Mid West
or import overseas.
Bounced around for hundreds
or thousands of miles. Transferred and reloaded, prone to
damage.

May take weeks for
replacements to be shipped from
Back East/ Mid West. Could be
months from overseas.
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THICKER
STEEL
NON INSULATED
DOORS

Formula 124 Steel is thicker and heavier
than other manufacturers 25ga or 26ga
Models. More strength, more dent
resistant.

THICKER
STEEL
NON INSULATED
DOORS

Thinner steel has oil canning that
pings and pops. Weaker and more
noise period!
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SUPER
STRUT

Patented Super Strut comes
standard for all double car
garages. Gives top section extra
strength. One of a kind 2.5" tall
Unique Design features a
ribbed design for extra
strength.

ONE OF
A KIND
HARDWARE

World's Quietest Garage Doors
come with patented 14 ga "The
Real Deal" Quite Heavy
Hinges plus patent pending
Super Quiet Rollers with one
of a kind coated steel shafts to
insure no metal to metal contact.

QUIET
HARDWARE
STANDARD

All Unique Models come
standard with the World's
Quietest Hardware. Regardless
of being the lowest cost Pan
Non Insulated Model or highest
cost Premium Steel Back Insulated
Model. No up-charges, just the
Best in the Industry Standard!

SUPER
STRUT

26

Standard, shorter 2" design has
no reinforcing ribs for extra
strength. Shorter design height
does not provide as much
strength as Unique's Super
Strut.

ONE OF
A KIND
HARDWARE

Potato chip thin 18 ga hinges or
cheap plastic hinges that can break
easy. Sloppy with gaps give side to
side sloppy movement. Steel roller
shafts that make metal to metal
contact to create more noise, even
on their so called upgraded hardware.

QUIET
HARDWARE
STANDARD

Others try to upgrade you
for an extra cost or inflate
the price and tell you it's
Free with their Special Sale.
What you get are cheap plastic
so called quiet hinges that break
easy or heavy duty sloppy and
noise making upgraded hinges.

